
ADJUSTABLE PASSENGER FLOORBOARD MOUNTS 
FOR HARLEY-DAVIDSON 

Fits 1980 & NEWER FLT’s, FLHT’s, FLTR’s 
#HDPBLA, #HDPBLABK and the 

#HDPBLA-RE (for use with Rinehart Exhaust) 
 

1. Layout the parts as shown in photo #1. Note: The left and right floorboard mount  assemblies are marked on the back 
side, also note the markings and roll pin locations on the mounting blocks see photo #1A. The right mount has the pin 
in the hole stamped R and the left has the pin in the unmarked hole. 

 
2. Remove the stock passenger floorboards from their mounting arms as follows; pull the rubber pads up and back from 

their inside edge (closest to the frame) exposing the pins that attach the boards to the mounting arms. Notice that 
there is a steel ball and spring which acts as a detent to hold the floorboards up in the retracted position located under 
the floorboard and between the two pins. Place a rug or a towel under the floorboard while removing and installing 
the boards to prevent losing them. Using a small screwdriver push the pins from the center outward and remove the 
floorboard. Remove the mounts from the frame by removing the 3/8” Allen bolts securing them to the frame. Save the 
Allen bolts and washers as they will be reused later. 

  
3. Beginning on the left side install the adjustable mount assemblies see photo #2, place the left mounting block (the one 

with the pin in the unmarked hole) onto the frame placing the pin into the lowest unthreaded hole. Using the bolt and 
lock washer from the original floorboard mount saved earlier, bolt the mounting block to the frame and tighten 
securely. 

  
4. Insert two (2) of the 5/16 Allen bolts provided into the holes of the triangular base of the left floorboard mount 

assembly. Bolt the floorboard assembly onto the mount with the point of the triangular base facing towards the rear 
of the motorcycle see photo #3. Thread the bolts into the holes evenly to prevent the heads from marring the link arm, 
Tighten securely. Install the floorboards onto the mounts by first placing the spring and ball in the hole on the mount, 
then slide the floorboard in place in the down position, next compress the spring, slide the pins removed earlier in 
place and press the rubber pad back down into place. 

 
5. On the right side install the mounting block (the one with the pin in the hole marked “R”) with the pin facing downward 

and in the lowest unthreaded hole on the frame. Bolt it on securely using the original bolt and lock washer. Install the 
remainder of the right side mount in the same manner as on the left side.  

 
6. To adjust the floorboards pull the spring loaded pins on the link arm see photo #3A and rotate the floorboard and link 

arm assembly to the desired position, allow the pin to drop into the hole closest to the desired position, then pull the 
pin closest to the floorboard and rotate it to be level allowing the pin to drop in to the corresponding hole. It may help 
to rotate the board up and down (wiggle it) while pulling outward on the pin to release the pin. 

Note: RIVCO’s HDPBLA, HDPBLA-BK, HDPBLA-RE, and HDPBLABK-RE adjustable passenger board mounts are hand-
assembled, shimmed, and torqued to provide maximum reliability and stability.  Due to exacting specifications and tight 
tolerances, it is normal for the assembly to require some force to make the first few adjustments.  Over time the 
assembly will wear in and require less force to make these adjustments. 

Also note: RIVCO’s adjustable passenger board mount assemblies are designed to be adjusted when mounted on a 
motorcycle.  Therefore, adjusting them unmounted, while holding them in your hands will be difficult.  If you have any 
questions or concerns, feel free to contact our customer support team at 262-762-8222.  Thank you. 

RIVCO Products, Inc. 
440 South Pine Street 
Burlington, WI 53105 

rivcoproducts.com 
262.763.8222 

To register your warranty and see many more cruiser and bagger accessories, please visit www.rivcoproducts.com. 
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